
THE STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT OF TESCO AND A COMPARISON OF ITS

EFFECTIVENESS WITH THE COMPETITORS

The strategic management analysis of Tesco is carried out in three steps. the company when compared to the normal
employees, including those left from the Degree of rivalry Tesco currently faces high degree of competition from its rivals
. Human resource management Tesco provides its employees with effective.

Value chain has been implied as a strategic evaluation tool used for distinguishing the strengths and
weaknesses in value adding processes Audrestsch,  SWOT analysis is divided in two parts where one is used
to analyse and find the internal strength and weakness of the organization and other is used to find out the
external opportunities and threats of the organization Kotler and Huque,  The company has been growing fast
just because of its greater customer services and effective strategy that made many competitive advantages for
the organization. On the other hand, as Tesco impose some premium price especially for the non-food items, if
there is any economic recession then the customers will shift to the lower specialized price products offered by
other competitors Thomas and Wilson,  But Tesco faces fairly high threat of substitute for non-food items like
cloths. Tesco is the second largest retail shop in the world after Wall Mart in case of profit and it is the third
largest retailer measured by the revenue. The organization has been able to use the latest information
technologies and other strategies to upgrade its business system and chain management to reduce the cost of
the organization. So, the core competitive advantages of Tesco are aligned with the business environment that
is focusing a positive future outlook for the company. This geographic diversification will help the company
in improvising its economy of scale, while minimising its systemic risk exposure. So, the competitive intensity
is high. Tesco employs around 5 lakh work forces with stores in UK and around the world. This indicates that
this big player in the retail industry is capturing the customers bringing them from other competitors, so the
competition gets more severe. Opportunities The commercial network portfolio of Tesco is on the rise. By
enhancing social conscience among customers, Tesco has been successful in reducing wastes in its stores
Makos,  The company held  The operation of supermarkets is being affected by the use of the Internet through
online grocery retailing, which is showing steady growth. They operate approximately 4, stores in 14 countries
around the world. They opened over stores in of which were international Mintel,  The online system of Tesco
has enhanced its competitive advantage, reports Datamonitor  This helps the company to improve its product
lifecycle management process and for improving its supply chain management process. The effective
implementation of the dual strategy the cost leadership and differentiation with efficient customer services has
made Tesco reach the top most position Freeman,  The promotional techniques of Tesco includes charity,
advertising through media, point of sales, providing discounts and offers, sponsorships etc. This was majorly
due to the profit overstatement by the retailer and the growth of discounters like Aldi and Lidl and the
advancement in the online retailers Tesco,  Environmental Environmentally friendly, reduced packaging is
being promoted by the Government. Drawing upon Mintel , the company has developed a range of store
formats and types, which are strategically placed to achieve maximum customer exposure. Tesco, a The retail
industry has increasingly utilised technology to boost sales and cut costs. The successful promotion and
marketing tool of Tesco , 7 Tesco club card was introduced as a loyalty scheme for influencing the customers
by providing extra points and discounts on the purchases Jenny,  During the economic recession, customers
preferred discounted products and it generated threat for the company.


